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HANDOUTS

• List of New Books to Use at Storytime – We will talk about the titles in bold (others are great too, but we only have so much time!)
• Websites for Storytime Planning
• Click on the tab to access the handouts
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AGENDA

- Board Books, Babies and Toddlers
- Audience Participation books
- Five Parent Practices
- Six Pre-literacy Skills
- Multicultural books
- Informational books
- Useful Websites

BOARD BOOKS

MORE BOARD BOOKS
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BOOKS FOR BABY STORYTIME

BOOKS FOR TODDLER TIME

MORE TODDLER BOOKS
AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION STORIES

- We will define each of these as we go along
- Call and Response, also called Pattern story, Participation story, and Repetitive story
- Cumulative
- Circular
- Concept books
- Interactive

CALL AND RESPONSE PICTURE BOOKS

MORE PARTICIPATORY STORIES
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MORE PARTICIPATION

TOAD ON THE ROAD

A Perfect Day

CUMULATIVE PICTURE BOOKS

Marigold Bakes a Cake

Big Busy Green Garden

MORE CUMULATIVE STORIES

And the Robot Went

Danny McCue Drinks the Sea
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POLL

• How often do you use audience participation books in your storytimes?
  • At least once in every storytime
  • Maybe every other storytime
  • Rarely

FIVE PARENT PRACTICES

• They are: Reading, Writing, Playing, Talking, and Singing
• Encourage parents to do these activities at home by modeling them in storytime
• Use books that promote these activities
• Every Child Ready to Read

READING
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SINGING

LAURIE BERKNER
WE ARE THE DINOSAURS

OLD MACDONALD HAD A FARM

MORE SINGING

Sing, Don’t Cry
Angela Daniele

Spunky Little Monkey

SIX PRELITERACY SKILLS

- Print Motivation – all books
- Print Awareness – almost all books
- Phonological Awareness
- Vocabulary
- Narrative Skills
- Letter Knowledge
NARRATIVE SKILLS

LETTER KNOWLEDGE

KINDERGARTEN READINESS

- Behavior Skills
- Motor Skills
- Factual Knowledge
- Pre-reading Skills
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BOOKS THAT FOSTER KINDERGARTEN READINESS

DIVERSE PICTURE BOOKS

POLL

- What cultures in books for storytime would you like to see more of?
  - African-American
  - Latino
  - Asian-American
  - Native American Indian
  - Middle Eastern
  - LGBTQ
  - Disabilities
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INFORMATIONAL BOOKS

WEBSITES ON STORYTIME PLANNING

- See handout on useful websites and online resources for storytime planning
- Webinars and review journals
- Any favorite website useful for storytime planning?
  - Lee & Low
  - Simon & Schuster’s Salaam Reads

TIME FOR QUESTIONS?
Thank You!
Penny Peck
Pikly@aol.com